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"Improvisation’s special precinct, that place where we ever long for an
immediacy we cannot completely inhabit, the Greeks called Hermes."

The Double Dealer, the Society’s literary journal, was created in the image of
the1920s and 30s Double Dealer, a New Orleans journal, which was the first
publisher of the work of Nobel laureate William Faulkner and the early work
of such important authors as Ernest Hemingway. The original Double Dealer
was founded by Albert Goldstein, Julius Weiss Friend, John McClure, and
Basil Thompson, along with dedicated Louisiana guarantors, who were tired of
hearing the South described as a literary backwater by Eastern Establishment
critics, including notably H. L. Menken, who later became a cheerleader for
the journal. The Society’s goals in re-establishing the journal were to provide
a forum showcasing developing writers alongside established authors and to
provide educational resources for writers and teachers. William Faulkner
was just a young man when he came to New Orleans and found his muse as a
novelist. He was 27 when he wrote his first novel, Soldiers’ Pay, in the room
that now houses Faulkner House Books on the ground floor of 624 Pirate’s
Alley. He worried about the same things developing writers worry about
today. Will I get it right? Will a publisher think I got it right? Will anyone
remember what I have written after I am gone? Is it all for naught? He found
strength in the freedom of our city’s laid back, easygoing society and the
concurrent heartfelt nurturing he found in New Orleans, support he needed to
become America’s most celebrated fiction writer. To all the readers visiting the
pages of the 2014 Double Dealer we hope you will enjoy the talent exhibited by contributors. As for writers, we
hope you find your way to New Orleans and here find a dose of the same kind of nurturing and inspiration Mr.
Faulkner found.

Cover Art:

Hermes by Alan Gerson
Hermes by Alan Gerson is the cover image for Randy Fertel's, the new,
definitive book on improvisation in the arts, A Taste for Chaos. Randy’s
new book inspired the 2014 theme for Words & Music, 2014 at which
he was Keynote speaker. Artist Alan Gerson, a “recovering attorney,”
received his MFA from UNO in 1980 and was the visual arts director
for the Contemporary Arts Center before receiving his law degree from
Tulane. After three years in practice, he “wised up” and returned to art.
He’s had one-man shows in New Orleans, New York, Santa Fe, Miami,
and Pasadena and has participated in group shows nationally and abroad.
He was a prize-winner at the 2000 Florence Biennale. His work is in
the New Orleans Museum of Art, the Ogden Museum for Southern Art,
and many distinguished private collections. Described as dreamlike, highly
personal, and imagined, his work is sophisticated, frequently with a “faux
naive” approach with aspects of both the real world and an imaginary
universe. His “goofy guy” character present in many of his paintings, at
times only in spirit, is a teeth-grinding everyman/woman dropped into a
world he or she is barely capable of understanding. In 2011, Alan’s portrait
of Mr. Faulkner conjured the Nobel Laureate as he liked to imagine himself from time to time, a country gentleman
riding to the hounds, refreshing his spirit with a Jack Daniels Julep. The painting was auctioned to benefit the Faulkner
Society’s literacy projects for at-risk teenagers and continuing lterary Education for adults. Alan and his work sum up the
originality in art that results from individual improvisation, building on but departing what has gone before.
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pThe Perennial
Quest for NowP
A Review & Profile
By Tony Gentry

There would be nothing more obvious,
More tangible, than the present moment.
And yet it eludes us completely.
All the sadness of life lies in that fact.
—Milan Kundera

I

n the ice age winter of 1978, this callow
youth had discovered punk rock, which to
this day I feel in some way saved my life.
Eager to share my discovery with an unsuspecting mentor, I brought Never Mind the Bollocks,
Here’s the Sex Pistols, into the comfortable home of
my college thesis advisor Randy Fertel. A native New
Orleanian, he had been kind enough in the months of
our collaboration to introduce me to Professor Longhair
and the Meters, and on this late afternoon the aroma of
red beans filled the house. Here was my payback. I will
not say he pogoed. The man sat in a scholarly pose at his
desk as the excellent stereo speakers of the era erupted in
expletive. Two bleating tracks later, he shouted above the
din, “It’s been done. Have you heard of the Stooges?”
This abrupt judgment came as a punch in the gut,
but of course the old man—in his mid-20s then—was
right: There is nothing new under the sun. Even the
most spontaneous, transgressive nugget you may have
uncovered has its precedent. But this sobering truth
was only half of my advisor’s lesson. Unknowingly, I
had touched a nerve of keen interest already far along
in his consideration—this idea of spontaneity, driven
by a yearning to tear down the old and yawp something
else—was by his reckoning worth a closer look. Though
not exactly new, the Pistols’ feral slap across the bloated
face of the era’s corporate rock was something to love,
and for better reasons. As I have since learned, over more
than three decades of watching warily and admiringly
as a doctoral thesis grew tentacles that grabbed up
not just literature, but music and the visual arts, myth,
psychology, and even chaos science, my advisor had
something more to say on the subject. And now we have
it, a riveting, inspired, transgressive, yet authoritatively
reasoned masterpiece, A Taste for Chaos: The Art of
Literary Improvisation.
Of course, I cannot pretend to impartiality in
discussing this work. I have read versions of the book,
in bits and pieces, for years, as Fertel found the will to
keep at it, long after most of the Smith-Corona-typed
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dissertations of his peers sat moldering on forgotten
shelves. And we are the better for it, because as we
discover, this is not a niggling topic. Importantly, it
gets to the gist of the artistic impulse and to the ways
cultural clash creates new avenues for expression. On a
personal level, too, it speaks to the yearning for and fear
of spontaneity that drive so much of what we aspire to
in our everyday lives. This is his mission, surely worth
the labor of decades. Fertel early on found his idee
fixe—that innovation in the arts is largely driven by
some rarely interrogated engine called the spontaneous.
He discovered how pervasive that engine is, not only
in the arts, but across our culture, coursing through
mythology, religion, science, philosophy, politics, and
even advertising. He grasped how this aspiration thrives
in the decisions we all make in steering our lives, and he
has spent the past 30-plus years—a richly lived time—
mapping these routes. This book is a raconteur’s tour,
a tour-de force, something of a tornado. You are best
advised to read it in the gleeful spirit in which it was
written, imagining yourself perched in a well-stocked
library, with a glass of good whiskey, Fertel pouring.
Spontaneity proves a slippery topic to tackle. As the
book’s title implies, Fertel sets out “to study rhetorically
texts that claim to be the product of no rhetoric and
no study.” In doing so, he first asks why some artists
pursue and claim spontaneity in their work, while others
recoil from it, then uncovers a familiar literary dialogue
between authors who take pride in craft and tradition
and those who claim to have created something new
from whole cloth. This is perhaps the most prominent
discussion among artists and philosophers of all types
over the past century, at least since Ezra Pound cried,
“Make it new!” Fertel, however, follows it back, past the
Deconstructionists, Modernists, and Romantics, across
nations and eras, to Homer’s Odyssey and the Hermes of
Greek myth, uncovering a rich, consistent, and singular
motive driving that conversation. He then connects the
dots, providing the sort of focused rereading of hoary
classic texts that actually have you wanting to reread or
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read them (finally, guiltily) for the first time, in light of
his argument. He uncovers ways that the improvisatory
impulse and its conventions renew themselves in
literature, the performing and visual arts, philosophy and
science, in order to better serve the changing culture.
One of the marvels of the book is the far-ranging
correspondences Fertel so neatly draws across time and
campus. He will have none of the professional siloes
we so carefully build to protect our sense of expertise,
inviting us to an intellectual salon where in just the first
chapter we meet Annie Dillard, Stevens, Thoreau, Jung,
Mingus, Pollock, Melville, Coleridge, George W. Bush,
St. Paul, Milton, Twain, Ginsberg, Pinsky, Wynton
Marsalis, Ernst Cassirer, Piet Hein, Derrida, William
James, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Marcel Duchamp,
T.S. Eliot, and Pater (along with more than a dozen
other luminaries), accompanied by nods to Commedia
dell’Arte, Japanese zen, and African itutu, all punctuated
by an apercu from the author’s father.
What does Fertel ask this distinguished troupe
to consider? The one thing they all share, for better
or worse, is a deep and abiding appreciation for the
lure of improvisation. Fertel asks, “What is this often
overlooked theme that we call spontaneity, what
technical strategies are used to employ it, how do those
strategies work, what do they say? What is the place of
improvisation in the history of literature? How does
improvisation express itself in other arts? What does
it say to us in our own lives?” One of Fertel’s brilliant
strokes is his refusal to take the improvisers at their word.
He writes, “for my purposes, the claim of spontaneity is
a cultivated affectation.” What he means is that you can’t
evaluate how spontaneous any text may be, so why judge
a text based on that value? Yes, Jack Kerouac famously
claimed to have written On the Road on a single ream
of paper in a speed-infused rush, but does learning that
he then spent six years revising the manuscript cancel
out his claim of spontaneity? Fertel wants to know why
Kerouac touted the initial inspiration and not the years
of tinkering that came later. Why, he asks, do artists
claim spontaneity at all? This is one of Fertel’s important
distinctions: If you can’t evaluate how spontaneously
a book was written, what can you measure? That
question unlocks an entirely new way of looking at
improvisation in all of the arts and, as Fertel leads us to
see in his discussion of Jung, it may also be a new way of
examining our own lives: our aspirations, struggles, and
glass ceilings.
To get there, Fertel compares the theme of spontaneity
across the ages and finds that there is, in fact, a hidden
rhetoric, an improvisatory method. This method is put to
use as a device of persuasion, with a consistent purpose
from Homer to Joyce and beyond, to oppose objectivist,
positivist perspectives on reality, “embracing subjectivity
and some version of the irrational” in order to open the
doors of perception to a wider view, to “help us see more
of the world.” One of the “tricks” that improvisers play,
one of the reasons, perhaps, that they claim spontaneity,
is to get us to throw out our analytic eye, to improvise in
our reading of the text, to come at the text innocently,

so to speak. Ultimately, improvisers seek to change the
reader. At the same time, improvisations target the
works that came before. As Fertel writes, “the gesture
of spontaneity is almost always transgressive, seeking to
break or extend the boundaries of craft and rationality.”
Lacking rhetorical guidelines for identifying and
critiquing improvisations, Fertel develops his own,
summarized in a pair of lists. The first sets out seven
claims that improvisers use to assert the artlessness
of their work, which is composed: (a) carelessly or
effortlessly, (b) as a direct transcription of experience,
(c) by chance, (d) as a found object, (e) intimately in
an unthreatening situation, (f ) in an inconvenient
situation, and/or (g) inspired by inebriants or some other
external power. The foundation of all of these claims
is a performative element, a sense of happening now.
The second list articulates the form’s dominant stylistic
conventions, which include: (a) simplicity, (b) freeassociation, (c) digression, (d) encyclopedic enumeration
or cataloguing, (e) fragmentation, imperfection or
formlessness, (f ) swerving from tradition, and (g)
biographical realism. Artists deploy these conventions to
disarm the reader, to awaken her/him to new possibilities
that may access and express “as much of life as possible.”
He adds, “An ‘improvised text’ is usually implicitly
or explicitly shadowed by a craftsmanly, more staidly
rational kind of text that it seeks to debunk and replace.”
This insight suggests a productive strategy for examining
historical change. By locating an era’s improvisations and
contrasting them with contemporary, more conventional
texts, one can illuminate the cultural and historical
clashes of an age. The improviser is not just playing a
game of literary one-upmanship, but seeking to shape
new knowledge into art. As Fertel writes, improvisation
is often concerned with how we know the world. It
occupies a battlefield where “new ways of knowing
confront received ways of knowing.”
Much of this book is given over to surprising
readings of pivotal texts in light of these themes. Fertel
leads us to an understanding of the ways that works
as diverse as Erasmus’ In Praise of Folly, Burton’s
Anatomy of Melancholy, Rabelais’ Gargantua and
Pantagruel, Montaigne’s Essays, Milton’s Paradise Lost,
Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, Coleridge’s Kubla Khan,
Wordsworth’s Tintern Abbey, Clemon’s Huckleberry
Finn, Tennyson’s In Memoriam, Fitzgerald’s The Great
Gatsby, Joyce’s Ulysses and Mann’s Doctor Faustus
adopt the themes he has delineated to surprisingly
similar ends across the centuries. Fertel devotes close
readings to each of these classic texts, wherein he fits
them neatly to the rhetorical guidelines he has devised,
contrasts them to contemporary texts written in a more
traditional style, and—most interestingly—explores
the historical and cultural events surrounding their
composition, shedding light on the ways each author
sought to bend art to changing times. In this way, he
illustrates his point that, “Improvising is not just a
style of composition. The claim of spontaneity sets up a
conceptual field where large issues often contend.” As
an example, he finds the Renaissance writers Erasmus,
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Rabelais, and Montaigne, despite their stylistic and
philosophical differences, united in an effort to leverage
improvisation against the dangers of a rationalism turned
dogmatic, pointing out the importance of spontaneous
inspiration in order to protest religious oppression and
the torture of heretics.
Fertel hilariously juxtaposes two improvisations that
illustrate the ways that the spontaneous impulse serves
changing times. The Puritan minister Jonathan Edwards
stands at the pulpit to declaim God’s Word without
notes–and Henry Miller famously opens Tropic of
Cancer with the proclamation, “This is not a book.”
Both Edward’s sermon and Miller’s rant follow Fertel’s
improvisational method. The key difference is in their
aspiration. One assumes a vulnerability and openness to
what may be called “grace,” performing a relationship to
God so transgressive that Edwards’ congregation had to
brave the Atlantic Ocean to dare it. The other assumes
a similar submission to an unconscious creative urge, in
the face of the impersonal, mechanistic modern world.
Both address the key spiritual questions of their age,
challenging a dead end. Like all improvisers, Edwards
and Miller enact what Fertel calls the “aesthetic of
improvisation,” which “expresses its own complex
longing, the longing for unmediated experience, for
incarnate freedom.”
Fertel demonstrates how improvisers—despite their
conceit of spontaneity—learn from their predecessors
and carry on a sort of conversation across the ages
about the means and ends of improvisation, further
bolstering his claim of an improvisatory tradition. And
he reminds us of literary cat fights—Capote vs. Kerouac,
for instance—between the upholders of writerly craft
and those claiming spontaneity. I particularly enjoyed
his resurrection of Poe’s essay on the mechanical, bythe-numbers strategy supposedly employed to compose
his poem The Raven. Fertel finds that traditionalists, too,
walk a razor’s edge of inspiration, despite their claims to
the contrary.
There is also a dark side to the improvisational impulse
that Fertel is quick to recognize. The real poignancy
of this book, I think, derives from his discovery that
improvisation succeeds by failing. Improvisers may seek
or tout spontaneity, but on further examination their
efforts “reveal persistent doubts about what it would
mean to have unmediated experience or if, after all, it is
even achievable.” He adds:
Improvisations may all fail ultimately in their claim of
pure, unmediated spontaneity. But far more interesting
than their failure are the internal contradictions
between an improvisation’s longing for spontaneity
and its recognition of that impossibility, our longing for
freedom and the inherent constraints on freedom we
inevitably face. These are “the contradictions, pure and
uncompromised, in [improvisation’s] inner structure.
Fertel finds this paradox brilliantly expressed in
Stevens’ masterpiece, Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction.
He reminds us that the poem exalts spontaneity, but
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only as a mirage that recedes as we approach it. Fertel
follows this theme across the ages, delineating the ways
that artists as diverse as Diderot and Joyce, for instance,
imbedded its sobering message in ostensibly liberating
texts. Huckleberry Finn is an interesting example. We
may think of Huck on his raft as a carefree spirit given
over to the flow of the Mississippi, but Clemons casts
a cynical eye on this river rat’s curious passivity and his
rationalization of Jim’s being sold again into slavery. Is
Huck’s eventual decision to “light out for the territories”
the hard-won liberation of a man alive to the moment,
or a surrender to a drifter’s narrowed choices? Fertel
finds that improvisers typically warn against this sort of
carefree spirit, arguing instead for the type of hard-won
authenticity that Blake ascribes to a Jesus who “was all
virtue, and acted upon impulse, not from rules” speaking,
as Lawrence had it, “the direct utterance of the instant,
whole man.”
Up until this point, Fertel has been working
comfortably in his wheelhouse as a literary scholar. Then
he unleashes this sentence: “Understanding the aesthetics
of improvisation can help us get our minds around
two important recent phenomena: chaos or dynamic
systems science, and post-modernism.” I came to these
pages with only a layman’s grasp of chaos science, which
is to say, not knowing much, and since I knew that
Fertel is no lab-coated scientist, I expected to find him
here overextended and exposed. Nope. In a dazzling
chapter that ranges from the Roman philosopher
Lucretius to the fractal theorist Benoit Mandelbrot,
Fertel demonstrates how scientists often utilize an
improvisatory method to the same ends as those pursued
by improvisers in the arts. He elucidates the challenges
scientists since Bacon have faced in observing and
interpreting phenomena, seeking—like the literary
improviser—new ways to perceive and express what is.
In both cases, he sees the same impulse, to be here now,
alert to unmediated experience, and the same recognition
that this is ultimately impossible. In their adoption of
irrational concepts and openness to patterns without
pattern (for instance, Mandelbrot’s effort to “investigate
the morphology of the amorphous”), the chaos scientists
take this theme about as far as we can now go. Fertel
here underlines this point, and indeed summarizes the
theme of his book:
At the heart of both the science and the literature of
chaos lie questions about the nature of reason and of
freedom. At its heart, the literature of apparent chaos,
improvisation, shares with chaos science not only the
effort to violate and extend boundaries, but also a concern
with the deterministic and the free….
Utilizing the conventions Fertel has listed, the improviser
in science or the arts challenges “systematic rationality.”
Having done so, (s)he then backtracks, admitting that,
after all:
…the immediacy achieved thereby [is] in some way
problematic, not necessarily what we hoped for, or not
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necessarily achievable. Finally, the improviser will
“settle” for the gesture of embracing life: we can’t have
true immediacy, but if we purify/enlarge/redefine
rationality, making it more open to life, we can at least
experience life in all its profusion and plenitude. Carpe
vitam!

Fertel writes, “experiencing the other parts of our
being—‘the subterranean forces, those hidden tides,’ the
‘back streets’—opens the cornucopian world to us.”
Having mapped the path of improvisation across the
ages into the 20th century, where it came most overtly
into its own, Fertel chooses to leave us with one 21st
century example, the English novelist Ian McEwan’s
From here we are just a short hop to Deconstructionists
day-in-the-life novel Saturday. In its intense focus on
such as Jacques Derrida, who sometimes seems to
one person’s interior monologue, the book is more Mrs.
aim his notoriously knotty and reflexive prose at the
Dalloway than Ulysses. The protagonist of Saturday,
whole corpus of received knowledge, while working
a happily married London neurosurgeon, has carefully
within Fertel’s improvisational model, and to the same
built a career of clockwork routine that may seem the
end, as in this compact manifesto: “And so I believe in
antithesis of the carefree lives we have examined in
improvisation, and I fight for improvisation. But always
Huckleberry Finn and On the Road, for instance.
with the belief that it’s impossible.”
Fertel, however, sees the madness in this method.
Fertel goes on to examine this paradox as exemplified
The neurosurgeon Perowne may be that person called
by the Greek god Hermes, whose myth explores “the
for across the ages by a cascade of improvising artists.
tension between our longing for immediacy and its
Within the carefully laid brickwork of his routine, he has
inevitable frustration,” reading the Homeric Hymn to
built a fireplace, where each day he can warm his hands
Hermes as “a species of improvisation, portraying the
at the flame of the immediate now. The novel details the
god as a trickster filled with irreverent vitality and
mundane chores of shopping, cooking, visiting Mum in
effortless creativity [who embraces] the fortuitous, the
her nursing home, and driving across town to a squash
unconscious, and life’s nonlinear and amoral profusion,
game. Yet as each item is checked off Perowne’s To Do
penetrating boundaries of every sort, and embracing life’s list, it is punctuated by moments of bracing immediacy,
totality.” This mythic insight leads naturally to archetypal sometimes driven by episodes of music, memory,
psychology and to the conflict between Freud and Jung,
or fear, but best expressed in a lyrical, yet clinically
with Freud—the original genius of psychology—here
acute, description of the transporting sense of flow he
cast as the reductivist scientist against whom his disciple, experiences during brain surgery. Without having set out
the improviser, rebels. For Freud, our unconscious drives
to do so, Perowne may have attained the fully realized
can be traced to the repressed traumas of childhood.
life that all of Fertel’s famous improvisers have aspired to.
Jung takes a broader view, imagining a shared Collective
He has found a way to warm himself at that fire without
Unconscious revealed through myth, archetype, dreams,
getting burned.
epiphany and experience.
I know that my essay has failed to convey the
Though many of Jung’s writings adopt an
encyclopedic range of Fertel’s book, or the many, “yes, of
improvisational style—personal, casual, digressive, and
course!” moments it awards the reader. Fertel writes as
provisional—Fertel identifies the recently published Red more than a literary scholar or historian, and it would
Book ( Jung called it Liber Novus—the New Book) as
be a shame if this rigorous yet playful book fell only
an example of extreme improvisation, and in exploring
into academic hands. As an essayist, Fertel easily and
its cryptic revelations of a soul in despair, unveils the role authoritatively scrolls from myth to music to literary
spontaneous impulse, visionary experience, and active
précis to psychology (and even to chaos science) with
imagination may play in anyone’s pursuit of an authentic brio and wit. Like the improvisers he celebrates, he
self. He finds that “the reader’s journey in Liber Novus is dazzles with correspondences, with synchronicities across
in part the dawning recognition of improvisation’s power” genres and ages, with a clear-eyed and sober skepticism
to reveal hidden truths, personal potential, and a path
of hoodoo and a wide-eyed and joyful embrace of
towards fulfillment. Yet, as with the literary improvisers
imagination, daring, and the yearning for immediacy that
so carefully explicated elsewhere in Fertel’s text, Jung
his theme employs.
underlines a danger in spontaneity, a dark side of human
Fertel would not be the professorial trickster that he is
nature that he named the Shadow. “For Jung,” Fertel
without playing a trick on his own book. Not content to
writes, “meaning arises from the unconscious— through
merely uncover a “hidden rhetoric” of improvisation, he
dreams, symbols, synchronicity, etc.—but— but it is made employs that rhetorical style himself. As he writes, “Like
in consciousness…. It is man’s capacity for consciousness the form itself, I have overstepped many boundaries.”
alone [that] makes him man.” For all his attention to the For instance, in the preface, where he lobs this disarming
unconscious, Jung ultimately seeks to balance its drives
aside: “Be forewarned, you are in the hands of someone
with those of conscious thought.
who thinks about these things while playing tennis.”
Fertel finds fascinating correspondences between Jung
Or at key turns in the narrative, when he digresses with
and Joyce, especially as revealed in Ulysses, where stream autobiographical anecdotes, out of line with kosher
of consciousness opens doors to synchronicity, epiphany,
academic protocol.
myth, and liminality in the course of one man’s stroll
If you are a scholar, this free play may prove
across Dublin, all expressed in an improvisational style,
maddening. You must accustom yourself to Fertel’s
and to improvisational ends: “For both Jung and Joyce,”
deliberately informal yet florid sentences, which are never
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content to say a thing simply if it can be more colorfully
expressed. If you can let yourself fall into his eruptive
cadences and enjoy his mood of ecstatic discovery,
these passages add up to an invigorating read. Like the
improvisers Randy dissects, he gleefully breaks the rules.
And the trick works. For by adopting a discursive, eraleaping, personal essayist’s approach, he deepens, extends,
and enlivens his argument, exactly as do his sources.
Scholars may fume: the rest of us may rejoice.
You may know Fertel from The Gorilla Man and
the Empress of Steak, his rollicking, tender, onlyin-New Orleans biography of his ne’er do well father
and indomitable mother, the Tulane lab technician
who founded a restaurant empire launched at a wood
clapboard steak house called Ruth’s Chris. You may be
fortunate enough to have taken his provocative course
on the Literature of War at Tulane or The New School,
or to have applauded the work of the Ridenhour TruthTeller prizes his foundation co-sponsors with The
Nation Institute. Maybe you know him as a leader in
the schoolhouse garden movement or from his efforts
to commemorate the musical history of New Orleans
and to train new generations of jazz musicians. (Only a
few of us were fortunate enough to draw him as a tutor,
long before all of these rich and multifarious pursuits
unfurled.) A single thread has woven its way through
this tapestry: a decades-long labor over this book. There
is a reason why my old advisor could not stop gnawing
this bone. As he might say, it’s a meaty one, with a
bloody marrow.
I would caution you against skimming, too. Yes, a
précis such as this may attempt the gist of the work, but
I think you will find that there is a cumulative effect,
much more powerful and invigorating, in giving yourself
over to this roving, omnivorous tale. As you follow
Fertel’s considered leaps across time and intellectual
discipline, the significance of his theme builds. If you let
it, this book may awaken you to a new perspective on
creativity, building as it does a bridge across eras, driven
by the primal human aspiration Fertel identifies and so
thoroughly delineates: to be here now. In cracking open
dusty old texts that seem fresh in his reading, in wrestling
Romantics, Modernists, physicists, psychologists, and
jazzmen to ground, in his on-point appreciation of the
scientific spirit, Fertel bares a core of human endeavor
that has lain all but unnoticed right in front of our eyes
all this time. As another of my 1970s pop idols, Elvis
Costello, sang, “We’re only living this instant.” And as
Fertel sings in page after page of his omnium gatherum,
that is both our comedy and our tragedy, perhaps the
great theme of our lives. Those of us who are not rocket
scientists or philosophers or poets live it too. Have you
been born again at a backwoods revival? Fallen in love at
first sight? Surprised yourself by suddenly jumping in a
river to save a drowning pup? Think of how an instant of
spontaneity awakens and changes us. Think of how we
measure ourselves and our friends on a scale from careful
to carefree. How, for instance, we cherished the celerity
of the late great Robin Williams’ improvisations.
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The creators Fertel interrogates here are like the rest
of us, imagining a truer life lived closer to the quick. He
shows us how this tantalizing aspiration is at the heart of
so much that they wrote, and so much of hat we do and
care about. Yes, it has taken nearly 40 richly lived years
to complete this story of the perennial quest for now. But
Randy would be the first to appreciate that irony. As he
makes so abundantly clear, appreciation of the instant
takes time. J
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